1. This drawing should be read in conjunction with supporting technical information forming part of the Planning Application.

Legend:
- 6m pole top luminaire
- LED, 100% DLOR, dimmable
- 4m pole top luminaire
- LED, 100% DLOR, dimmable
- Integrated handrail luminaire
- LED, dimmable
- Integrated beneath bench lighting
- LED, dimmable, colour changing capability
- Linear up-lighting fixtures
- LED, dimmable
- Soffit mounted downlight
- Narrow beam distribution
- LED, dimmable
- 1m lighting pole
- LED, dimmable
- In-ground lighting fixture
- LED, dimmable, white and colour changing light
- In-ground uplight luminaire
- LED, dimmable, colour changing capability
- Wall mounted down light (2.4m)
- LED, dimmable
- 8m pole top luminaire
- LED, controlled light distribution, dimmable
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